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Alvin Ailey® American Dance Theater

Mixed Program
ROYAL THEATRE

March 22 + 23 • 7:30 pm
Running time including intermission: 2 hours

__________

Royal Winnipeg Ballet

Wonderland
ROYAL THEATRE

March 31, April 1 + 2 • 7:30 pm
Running time including intermission: 

2 hours and 15 minutes
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FOOTNOTES2

This tour of Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater to Vancouver and
Victoria is remarkable in a few ways. For one, it is the final year of Judith Jamison’s tenure as
Artistic Director and the first tour for Artistic Director Designate, Robert Battle. Secondly, the
company is celebrating 50 years of Ailey’s master work, Revelations.

Jamison first joined the Ailey company in 1965. She was 22 years old and soon became one of
Ailey’s muses. In 1971, she danced the premiere of Cry, a fifteen-minute solo that Ailey choreo-
graphed as a birthday present for his mother, a work that would become one of his most
cherished. Jamison left the company in 1980 to pursue opportunities on Broadway, but in 1989,
on his deathbed, Ailey selected Jamison to succeed him as Artistic Director of the company.
Since December of 1989, Jamison has built on the company’s reputation and its strengths so that
recently the New York Times called it…”possibly the most successful modern dance company
on the planet.” But it is much more than just a dance company (actually two dance companies)
— it is a vital training centre in New York.

More significant to the audience experience at the Royal Theatre in Victoria is the inclusion
of Revelations, which had its premiere on January 31, 1960, at the 92nd Street Y. Revelations has
been on the Ailey program at practically every concert since, performed around the world.

The original had 15 sections, a live vocal chorus, two onstage soloists, and was over an hour
long. Sections were removed as the work evolved. An extensive tour sponsored by the U.S. State
Department in 1962 forced Ailey to commit the music for Revelations to recording. This was what
solidified the piece’s structure into the three-part format seen today. 

Revelations three sections are: Pilgrim of Sorrow, Take Me to the Water and, Move, Members,
Move! The music for the whole of the work is drawn from traditional African American spirituals.
It is interesting looking at the movement today. While there are certainly resonances of earlier
modern dance idioms (Horton and Graham), the piece has been surprisingly resilient: It does
not feel dated because of its integrity and authenticity, part social history and part artistic com-
position. Few dance works have been as successful in expressing communal joy. And the arc of
the work from oppression and hardship to spiritual fulfillment is classic theatrical architecture.
This is something Ailey knew innately. 

In his book, Dancing Revelations, Thomas Defrantz writes, “Above all, Ailey was aware of his
position and potential as an African American man born in working-class, segregated, Depres-

 Years of Revelations

Dance Victoria is a non-profit charitable
organization dedicated to dance presentation
and education. Our Mission: To enhance the
appreciation of dance in the Capital Region by
presenting and developing excellent profes-
sional dance and engaging the community.

Dance Victoria is governed by a Board of
Directors that includes:

President Colleen Gibson

Vice President Dr. Jennifer Charlesworth

Secretary Jane Tice

Treasurer Valerie Clarke

Directors: Kathy Lang 
Carlos MacDonald
Helen McAllister
Jean McRae
Deborah Wakeham

Staff:

Producer Stephen White

Development Tony Cheong
Manager

Administrator Bill Hamar

Community Elise Wren
Relations 
Manager

Production George Scott
Manager

If you’d like to volunteer for Dance Victoria,
call 250-595-1829.

Suite 111 - 2750 Quadra Street
Victoria, BC  V8S 3G9
Open 10 am – 4 pm daily

Footnotes is written by Stephen White
(unless otherwise noted) and proofed by
Anne Moon.
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FOOTNOTES 3

sion-era Texas. To understand Ailey’s achievement, we must look to
the world he inherited and the degrees to which he transformed that
world through his work. I do not compare Ailey’s work to that of
Martha Graham, George Balanchine or Merce Cunningham as if
Ailey, like them, had been born into an educated, middle-class white
milieu. If Ailey made dances that were important to him, we must be
willing to look to the particular cultural processes and social realities
that inspired him. Ailey’s dances may speak to a wide, global audi-
ence, but they speak from an African American ethos that remains
insubstantially documented.”

Ailey Programming in Victoria

The Ailey company will perform two different programs in
Victoria. Both programs include Revelations and the short film
celebrating 50 years of Revelations in advance of the performance:

Tuesday, March 22 Program:

Anointed (2010) Choreographed by Christopher L Higgins to music
by Moby and Sean Clements. Higgins is a former AAADT member
and this piece is for ten dancers.

In/side (2009) Choreographed by Robert Battle to music by Nina
Simone. This solo work is a glimpse into the company’s future as it has
been choreographed by Artistic Director Designate Robert Battle.

Suite Otis (1971) Tribute to Otis Redding choreographed by George W.
Faison with music by Redding (of course). This work features 12
dancers. Faison was an Ailey company member from 1967 – 70.

Celebration of Revelations at 50 a short (five minute) film about Reve-
lations with archival footage. Includes an interview with Ailey and
Judith Jamison.

Revelations (1960) Choreographed by Alvin Ailey to traditional music.
Full company.

Wednesday, March 23 Program:

Night Creature (1975) Choreographed by Alvin Ailey to music by Duke
Ellington. Nine dancers. Ailey homage to Duke. Sexy, nocturnal ritu-
als in Ailey’s most classical composition.

The Evolution of a Secured Feminine (2010) Choreographed by
Camille A. Brown. Music by: Ella Fitzgerald, Betty Carter and Nancy
Wilson. Three related solos danced by three different women,
embracing uncertainty and carefree confidence.

Dancing Spirit (2009) Choreographed by Ronald K Brown as a tribute
to outgoing Artistic Director Judith Jamison. Using movements from
Cuba, Brazil and the US and music by Duke Ellington, Wynton
Marsalis, Radiohead and others.

Revelations film and Revelations (see above) FN

Pre-Show Chats
Theatre Lobby • : pm
FREE to ticket holders
Meet us in the lobby at the Royal Theatre at 6:50 pm before each
performance for an informal question and answer session with a
member of the company performing that evening.

Scheduled to speak for the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater:

March 22: Guillermo Asca, or “Moe,” as he is affectionately
known, was born in Rego Park, NY and graduated from
LaGuardia High School of the Performing Arts. He was a
fellowship student at The Ailey School and danced with Ailey II,
Ballet Metropolitano de Caracas, Ballet Hispanico, Dance
Compass, Shapiro & Smith and Footprints Dance Project. In 2010,
he performed at the White House tribute to Judith Jamison. Mr.
Asca joined the Company in 1994.

March 23: Hope Boykin (Durham, NC) is a three-time recipient of
the American Dance Festival’s Young Tuition Scholarship. She
attended Howard University and while in Washington, DC, she
performed with Lloyd Whitmore’s New World Dance
Company.   Ms. Boykin was a student and intern at The Ailey
School. Ms. Boykin was a member of Philadanco and received a
New York Dance and Performance “Bessie” Award. In 2005, she
choreographed Acceptance in Surrender in collaboration with
Abdur-Rahim Jackson and Matthew Rushing for Alvin Ailey
American Dance Theater.  Most recently she choreographed Go In
Grace with award-winning singing group Sweet Honey In The
Rock for the Company’s 50th anniversary celebration. Ms. Boykin
joined the Company in 2000.

For Royal Winnipeg Ballet:

March 31, April 1 + 2
A different artist from RWB will be featured each evening at 6:50
pm. Casting for Victoria was not complete at the time of printing
Footnotes. Which company member is available to speak
depends on who is dancing that evening. Regardless, the
conversation will provide you with insight into the creation of
this new work, Wonderland.
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FOOTNOTES4

by Elise Wren
Dance Days Coordinator

I spent the whole month of January
preparing for Dance Days, organiz-
ing, compartmentalizing and
combing over every detail, not to
mention countless hours last fall. As
Day One of Dance Days arrived, I
began to have those fitful dreams
that only one who has organized
large events can understand. I tossed
and turned, dreaming of double

bookings, no-show volunteers, events that nobody came to, and
events that were packed beyond the Fire Marshal’s limits. I spent the
first few days perpetually feeling like I’d left the proverbial oven on.
After months of planning, Dance Days morphed into this frenetic
hub of activity, a city in movement. I had to make the conscious deci-
sion to let go, and enjoy what it has developed into.

And once the nightmares subsided, I was able to enjoy Dance
Days. By increasing my volunteer recruitment, I was able to partici-
pate in more events this year. I began the ten day stretch (no pun
intended) throwing myself into an Advanced Modern workshop. I
found myself rolling and somersaulting through advanced choreog-
raphy with a group of dancers quite a bit younger than myself. Let’s
just say maybe this wasn’t the best way to ease myself into the week.
With bruised knees, elbows and sore muscles, I moved on to a Begin-
ner Tap and Body Rhythms class with Michael Boston. This was SO
MUCH FUN. The workshop was a fantastic mix of people — some

brand new to tap, others seasoned pros, with and without tap shoes.
Michael was able to integrate the class to make the sequence that we
learned easy enough for the beginners but still a challenge for the
tappers in the group and the class ended with a huge burst of
applause, not just for Michael but self-congratulatory too. This is the
essence of Dance Days that I strive for when I’m programming. I want
people to feel comfortable and connected into the dance commu-
nity, even if this is their first dance experience.

These were just a couple of the many classes that I took. One of the
most popular classes was Zumba fitness — a Latin dance/aerobics
fusion workout that drew 70+ people! Luckily, we were able to
accommodate the crowd at Dance Victoria Studios by splitting it in
two and moving one group downstairs to Studio Three. We had some
very packed houses at other studios all across town, drawing new
people to dance facilities they had never visited, trying a dance style
that they had never experienced. Although over-crowding is my
worst fear during Dance Days, on the flip side what a wonderful
dilemma — being too popular!

The feedback that I received from participants was incredible.
Local dancers were so pleased to have a free dance class that they
could go to every day, and non-dancers were relieved for the oppor-
tunity to “try before you buy” (or register in this case), in a
comfortable, fun environment. Some participants I saw once, and
some participants I saw every day. One woman whom my colleague
Tony Cheong and I met enjoyed her experience at Dance Days so
much last year that she booked off the entire 10-day period from work
and travelled from her home on Salt Spring Island to take advantage.
I’m continually surprised by the general public’s passion for dance
here in Victoria. Dance Days — one way to foster a City of Dance. FN

Dance Days Daze

2011 Chrystal Community
Dance Awards
On Saturday, February 5, Dance Victoria was proud to honor
lawyer Bob Milne (Jawl & Bundon) with its 2011 Chrystal Commu-
nity Dance Award recognizing Bob’s significant contribution to
dance and the arts in Victoria over several years. Milne is a past-
president of Dance Victoria’s board and currently serves on the
boards of Theatre SKAM and Pacific Opera but his contributions in
the form of mentoring and supporting many local arts
administrators and artists goes far beyond volunteering his time. 

Pictured with Bob is Victoria-based sculptor Iris Nardini who
created the Chrystal Award, a 12-inch statuette cast in bronze. Ms.
Nardini very generously donated her time and work. For more
about Ms. Nardini’s work visit ihnardini.com ! FN
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Reviving a very successful initiative from 2009 when the company
created Moulin Rouge, RWB hired a small camera crew to follow the
company around over the past year as they worked with choreogra-
pher Shawn Hounsell to create Wonderland. The footage they
gathered includes interviews with the dancers, Hounsell and even the
costume designer, Anne Armit. Each segment (there are nine in total)
is about three minutes long. I would highly recommend them. Called
A Year in Wonderland you can find them at www.rwb.org. It’s fasci-
nating to see the work unfold and to hear the dancers’ perspective as
they rise to the challenge of dancing outside their comfort zone.

And this work is likely to be more contemporary than we expect
from RWB. In fact, in the early segments, some of the dancers talk
about the challenge of dancing contemporary and how it feels in their
bodies. Not being a dancer myself, I decided to ask an expert to com-
ment on some of the things the dancers were saying. Who better than
Andrea Bayne, principal dancer with Ballet Victoria? Andrea gra-
ciously responded to my questions.

STEPHEN WHITE: In the RWB videos, the dancers comment on
how tired they feel because the movement that the choreographer is
asking them to do is so “big”. What do you think they mean by this? 

ANDREA BAYNE: A lot of movements in contemporary dance are
exaggerated to the extreme and this is what creates that “big” appear-
ance. As a dancer, not only are you pushing your body into a
movement at its fullest extent, often you are then asked to simultane-
ously throw your body weight into it. This particular movement
becomes even more difficult once it is weight bearing. A classically
trained dancer like me will spend most of her life training to increase
her precision to create an effortless, weightless style of movement.
Although there are ballet steps that appear “big”, the dancer always
creates them with a sense of containment and control, which in turn
creates the effortless look. Like an athlete changing sports, different
muscle usage will cause a different sense of fatigue in the body.

SW: One dancer says she sometimes feels too balletic and needs to
get more “into the floor.” What does she mean by this?

AB: One of the most amazing qualities of a ballet dancer is the
appearance of being able to float through the air. We train, whether
walking, turning or even jumping, to look extremely light on our feet.
This requires a very particular lift of the pelvis and learning to articu-
late the smaller bones and muscles of our feet. It is more common for
contemporary work to have a heavier and more grounded appear-
ance (“into the floor”). Ballet dancers train to look as though we are
defying gravity whereas contemporary dance often exaggerates the
gravity-bound movement (deep bends of the legs and back versus
long and stretched movements).

SW: What are the challenges you feel when you are asked to dance in
the contemporary genre? How related is contemporary to ballet?

AB: The muscles in contemporary are targeted differently than what
my classical ballet training has prepared me for. When I was a little girl,

I did it all; ballet, jazz, tap and modern without any body aches at all. It
was later, after I had moved away to attend a professional ballet school
where the focus was 95 classical ballet training, that I noticed how my
legs and back would often ache in a different way after our weekly mod-
ern class. We spend our entire day as ballet dancers lengthening our
muscles and working in a turned-out position, so when asked to dance
in a completely parallel position (as a lot of contemporary work
requires), the movement can feel foreign to your body.

SW: When dancing contemporary do you have to forget your train-
ing or does ballet training give you a foundation on which you can
build contemporary vocabulary?

AB: Ballet training is so rigorously detailed that it is definitely a solid
base for any other style of dance. Ballet dancers can often learn other
styles quickly and naturally, whereas this does not typically work the
other way around. In the end, however, movement is movement and
dance is a creative art regardless of the style. It is becoming more and
more critical for dancers today to be versatile so that we are able to
adapt easily to the contemporary repertoire that the majority of ballet
companies are now producing. 

SW: Finally, what excites you about being part of a new choreogra-
phy? How large is the role a dancer plays in the creation of a new
work?

AB: As an artist, having a new piece of work set on you is really excit-
ing! You have the chance to interpret and influence the work with
your own movement style versus trying to replicate the work of
another artist. How large the role the dancer plays in the creation of a
new work is really dependent on the choreographer. For example, at
Ballet Victoria, if Paul Destrooper is setting a ballet on the dancers, he
has a definite idea in mind, but often leaves room for individual input
and interpretation. This differs from Bruce Monk’s work where every
section of his ballet is previously laid out in his mind and set on us
precisely that way. When Shawn Hounsell (choreographer of RWB’s
Wonderland) set his work on BV this year it was extremely interesting
because he would come up with a concept or idea, and the dancers
would have to respond with their own movement, which eventually
created a phrase and became choreography! FN

What’s Happening at Royal Winnipeg Ballet? 
Something strange is afoot at RWB — and it has all been caught on tape!

You can see Andrea in
Ballet Victoria’s
production of Carmen
at the McPherson
Playhouse on Friday
and Saturday, March 18
and 19, at 7:30 pm or
Sunday, March 20, at 2
pm. Tickets: 63 / 52 /
35 at 250-386-6121 or
www.rmts.bc.ca
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I’m in recovery. This is me after I
closed the book’s cover for the last
time — smarter perhaps, more
appreciative of the art form, but deep
down inside — a feeling of loss.

There have been only a few books
in my life that I have relished so
much that I purposely allow myself
only two pages each day to prolong
the pleasure. Jennifer Homans’
Apollo’s Angels, A History of Ballet is
the latest on a very short list. Over the
past decade I have read with interest

about ballet and dance history. I’ve read biographies of influential
players, profiles on pioneers in modern dance and accounts of the
development of dance during specific eras when dance-making
changed course. What Homans managed in Angels was to pull
together all the disparate strands of knowledge and ideas I had gath-
ered from my wide reading and draw a line from ballet’s very
beginnings in the court of Louis XIV to the present day.

Homans’ great strength is that she is a dancer. She trained in New
York at the American Ballet Theater and The School of American Bal-
let (Balanchine’s school) and danced with San Francisco Ballet and
Pacific Northwest Ballet (among others). This experience permeates
her writing. It emerges when she details how Marie Taglioni (the
quintessential Romantic era ballerina, 1804 – 1884) trained her body
to dance en pointe or how the corps de ballet’s antecedents can be
found in the “maidens in white,” a loosely organized group of women
who were present at almost every post-Revolution festival in France.
Or how, in the very beginning, what we know today as ballet was
really a coalescence of court etiquette and manners — the echoes of
these court behaviours captured in the positions of a dancer’s arms
and feet — positions that are still the foundation of ballet today. The
book is filled with social history. Homans places dance in the context
of its times and explains how a certain style, or dance artist reflected
her times and unwittingly shifted or impacted the course of dance in
sometimes subtle and in at other times profound ways. 

Aside from this remarkable writing, Homans’ book is considered
controversial and has been getting an unusual amount of press since
its first publication about a year ago — a surprising response when

you consider the subject matter: a history of ballet. 
The controversy focuses on the last chapter of Homan’s Angels

where she writes, “When I first began work on this book, I imagined it
would end on a positive note. But in recent years I have found going
to the ballet increasingly dispiriting… After years of trying to con-
vince myself otherwise, I now feel sure that ballet is dying.” 

This statement comes on page 549 after 12 beautifully written and
exhaustively researched chapters. After reading the book, in some
ways I don’t disagree with Homans. When you think about ballet in
the context of all the great eras — the original movements codified by
the French in the 17th century and spectacularly adapted and refined
by the French romantics, the Imperial Russians, and the post-war
British and Americans in the 20th century — today there is no domi-
nant school — there is no master team like Petipa, Ivanov and
Tchaikovsky, no grand impresario like Diaghilev, no visionary like
Balanchine. All the world’s leading companies are populated with
dancers from other places, which means a homogenization of style.
Dancer training is still rigorous, but the ballet’s greatest practitioners
had their own schools where they trained their own dancers to dance
their own choreography. Not so today.

Homans’ goes on to say, “If we are lucky, I am wrong and classical
ballet is not dying but falling instead into a deep sleep, to be reawak-
ened…” I’m not sure I would go even this far. I would say we are in
transition and that classical ballet is in the process of being forever
changed. What is emerging will be just as important as in past eras. In
the 21st century, celebrity culture, electronic media, reduced atten-
tion spans, unlimited access to a universe of entertainment choices
are like a tsunami washing over classical ballet and the ballet is work-
ing very hard to be relevant. Choreographers like Britain’s Wayne
McGregor are bringing contemporary vocabulary to traditional clas-
sical companies (McGregor is resident choreographer at the Royal
Ballet). Our own Crystal Pite and Montreal’s Marie Chouinard have
recently set pieces on The National Ballet of Canada. These are only a
few examples of how the world of classical ballet is changing, and
unlike Homans, I have hope for the future. It is uncharted territory,
but I believe there are innovators in our midst. Nothing can replace
the foundation that classical ballet training provides, so those echoes
of Louis XIV courtiers may be harder to distinguish, but they still
linger in the bodies of today’s dancers. FN
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Win 13 Nights in Spain
May 2012 – Spring Raffle
We’re off to a good start with the Spring Raffle. Between now and
May 18, 2011, we’re selling raffle tickets for 10 each or a book of 5 for
40. Prizes include:

• 13 nights in Spain (four city tour), return air, accommodation,
domestic travel and transfers, event tickets, walking tours and
more

• A weekend for two at Tigh-Na-Mara Resort with spa services

• Fly to Vancouver aboard Helijet and overnight at the new Fair-
mont Pacific Rim. Enjoy dinner at Diva at the Met with a 200 gift
certificate

• Fly to Vancouver aboard Harbour Air and enjoy an overnight
stay at the Fairmont Hotel Vancouver

Your odds of winning are very good. Only 2,000 tickets have been
printed. Call us at 250-595-1829 or meet us in the lobby at one of the
upcoming shows. 



THE NATIONAL BALLET OF CANADA
September  + ,  • Mixed Repertoire
Canada’s premier dance company is celebrating its 60th year next season with a dynamic mixed
program of contemporary and classical works by Jerome Robbins, William Forsythe and Victoria’s
own Crystal Pite. (38 dancers – Robbins’ work is performed to live piano)

CANADA

WAYNE MCGREGOR’S RANDOM DANCE
November  + ,  • Entity
McGregor is resident choreographer at London’s Royal Ballet. His works are performed by leading
companies such as The Bolshoi, San Francisco Ballet and NY City Ballet. This contemporary work for
10 dancers is very physical – wild abandon contained in strong form. Propulsive music, video and
vivid set. Hard and fast – slow and tender. Not to be missed.

UNITED KINGDOM

BALLET NACIONAL DE CUBA
February  + ,  • Mixed Repertoire
Hard to believe that Dance Victoria will host the Western
Canada premiere of this legendary company. Twenty-five
principal dancers and soloists who mix their flawless
classical training with Latin passion in a program of short
works selected by Alicia Alonso, their 91-year-old director.

CUBA

/ SEASON

You may have already received your subscription renewal form
for our 15th Anniversary Season. If not, it’s in the mail.

This year a world of dance is coming to Victoria with
performances by exciting companies from the UK, the US, Cuba
and Canada. All performances at the Royal Theatre.

Subscribe and save  on regular priced tickets. Choose
between:
• The Ensemble Package (all five presentations)
• Design Your Own series by selecting three or more

performances.

ALONZO KING’S LINES BALLET
March  + ,  • New Works
“There is genius evident in the choreographer Alonzo
King,” said the Times Colonist when this exquisite
contemporary ballet company first performed at the Royal
Theatre in 2008. King’s nine dancers have grace,
commitment, muscle and heart. A world apart. 

USA

ALBERTA BALLET’S THE NUTCRACKER 
WITH THE VICTORIA SYMPHONY 
December  + ,  • : pm • December  + ,  • : pm
The triumphant return of Alberta Ballet’s 1.5 million production featuring set and costume designs
by Emmy Award winner Zack Brown. When this production had its world premiere in Victoria in 2008,
the Times Colonist called it “Magnificent from start to finish!”

Subscribers save % • New in : Children  and under: $, $ or $

CANADA

ROYAL WINNIPEG BALLET 
April ,  + ,  • Svengali
The creative team that brought us Dracula is back with one
great addition. Filmmaker Guy Maddin is contributing video
elements to this mesmerizing new production about the
master of mind control, Svengali. Choreography by Mark
Godden performed by 26 dancers. Atmospheric. Spellbinding.

CANADA

A world of danc e

Jump the Queue

Dance Victoria Studios, 
2750 Quadra Street
March 19 • 2 pm to 5 pm

Our early subscriber event is back!
Jump the queue and get the best
seats for the 2011/12 World of
Dance season when you buy your
subscription package at Dance
Victoria Studios before they go on
sale to the general public
(Monday, March 21). We’ll have
two McPherson Box Office
personnel on hand to process
your orders. We’ll also be on hand
to answer questions you might
have about any of the
productions and help you make
your selection. For more informa-
tion about our “Jump The Queue”
event phone 250-595-1829. 
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Update

We’ve been feeling a little out of sorts for the past two months. In mid-
December the big storm that rained relentlessly down on Victoria
actually flooded our offices at the Studios. Tony came in to work one day
to standing water. The rest of us were out of town on December breaks.

Luckily none of our equipment or furniture was damaged, but the
mess has meant a move down the hall to temporary offices while a
professional crew took down walls, jackhammered the foundation,
installed a sump-pump and drainage troughs. The leak had come
from cracks in the foundation it turns out.

We’re now in a sort of limbo, waiting for the contractor to come in
and put the walls back up and lay the new flooring but we’re hopeful
to be resettled by late April. We miss being just off the lobby because
in that location we can stay on top of the traffic through the front door
and in the lobby. We’ve been feeling a little removed from the action.

Regardless, the studios themselves have been humming and
here’s what everyone’s working on:

• Boston Dance Collective Year End showcase, May 28 at 1 pm
(matinee) and 7 pm. Both performances are at the Royal
Theatre. Tickets on sale May 1 at the McPherson Box office 250-
386-6121

• Shan-e-Punjab, Dance Performing Arts and Heritage School is
celebrating Vaisakhi with a youth talent showcase on Saturday,
April 30, at the University Centre (UVic Campus). Tickets: $12
(Adults)/ $7 students at UVic Centre Box Office 250-721-8480.
Vaisakhi is an ancient harvest festival of the Punjab region of
India, one of the most significant holidays in the Sikh religion
celebrated with parades, offerings and festivities.

• Alma de Espana is preparing for Recuerdos, a Flamenco extrava-
ganza performance on Saturday, July 9, at the Royal Theatre (8
pm) The performance celebrates 20 years of flamenco in Victo-
ria and includes singers, dancers and musicians, in addition to
several guest artists. The evening will also include a full multi-
media presentation that explores the essence and roots of
Flamenco. Tickets $45 at McPherson Box Office 250-386-6121. 

Dancing on the Island

SALT: First Tsilumos Festival 
of New Music and Dance 
Sunday, March 
Concerts at : am,  pm, : pm, : pm, : pm,  pm
Open Space Gallery,  Fort Street
Tickets: $ (full day) available at the door. Food is free
Reserve: ..  or tsilumos@retrad.org 
More info: www.ajtonycsaba.com/tsilumos.html

A daylong festival of contemporary music and dance with
performances of new music and dance from Canada and around the
world. Soloists Kris Covlin, Mark McGregor and Tzenka Dianova will
present works by Avram, Biró, Newsome and Nicolescu. One concert
will be dedicated to composer Elliott Carter featuring Joanna Hood,
Ajtony Csaba, Dániel Péter Biró and the Lafayette Quartet. Twentieth
Century classics Pierrot Lunaire by Schoenberg and Gran Torso by Hel-
mut Lachenmann played by students of the UVic School of Music. A
final concert features Canadian premieres of works by Czernowin,
Grisey and Donatoni in coordination with Suddenly Dance Theatre.
Throughout the daylong festival audience members are invited to talk
with the composers and musicians in a casual setting. Food and drink,
specially designed for the music will be provided by Victoria Spirits.

Swingin’ on the Island
Friday, March  through Monday, March 
More info: VictoriaLindyExchange.com for more information.

Victoria will host its first ever Lindy Exchange. Event includes five live
bands: The Dixieland Express, The Belvedere Broadcasters, The Flying
Saucers, and more; two beginner dance lessons; 100 social dancers
from Toronto, Seattle, Portland, and elsewhere; two late-night dance
parties and more!

Non-dancers and jazz enthusiasts are welcome. Space is limited.

Dance Victoria Studios is home to:
• Dance Victoria’s The LOLA Projects
• Elev8 Youth Dance Project
• Boston Dance Collective
• Media Net
• Alma de Espana Flamenco Dance
• Patterson Health and Fitness
• Red Hot Swing
• Sabor Asi Dance Company
• Saltwater Theatre Productions
• Shan-e Punjab
• Wanda Kivitt Classic Ballroom
• Zumba Fitness

mailto:tsilumos@retrad.org
http://www.ajtonycsaba.com/tsilumos.html
http://www.VictoriaLindyExchange.com

